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Bionic Sling Air Shoulder Sling Fitting Instructions
The Bionic Sling is universal and can be applied to the right or the left side of the patient. When properly 

applied, the Bionic Sling can achieve various abduction angles from 30 to 90 degrees. 

     Application of the
          Bionic Sling:

Instructions for Use

Warning: The Bionic Sling is supportive only and does not guarantee or 
intend to prevent injury.  Consumer or patient agrees to the following.
• ManaMed accepts no responsibility for any injury which might 
  occur while using ManaMed products.
• Skin irritation may occur while using this device.  If you  
  experience an unusual skin reaction while using this product, 
  consult with your healthcare provider immediately.
• Consult your health care provider for this products indication for use.
• For single patient use only.
• Federal Law restricts this device to sale or by or on the order of 
  a licensed health care practitioner.
• If you do not agree to the above conditions, contact your health 
  care provider before using this product.

Washing and Care:
The Bionic Sling may be 
cleaned by hand using a 
mild soap and warm 
water.  Hang to try.  Do 
not place in washing 
machine or dryer.
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1. Press and hold for 2 seconds to turn it on until the buzzer sounds. The 
unit is in standby mode with blue light on. 

2. Short press to start and the buzzer sounds. The blue light flashes in the 
process of arm up and arm down. 

Instruction of cycle mode(take right arm for example):

• Lift the arm up: both bladders inflate till the pressure reach the set 
value then it will keep the value. This process takes 45 seconds.

• Put the arm down: both bladders deflate. This process takes 45 seconds. 

• Arm external rotation: anterior bladder inflates till the pressure reach 
the set value then it will keep the value. This process takes 45 seconds. 

• Put the arm down: both bladders deflate. This cycle takes 45 seconds.

• Arm internal rotation: posterior bladder inflates till the pressure reach 
the set value then it will keep the value. This cycle takes 45 seconds. 

• Put the arm down: both bladders deflate. This cycle takes 45 seconds.

3. In the process of arm up and down, short press to stop and the buzzer 
sounds. One more short press to start again to lift the arm up.

4. Red light on when charging and the light turns to green after fully 
charged. The device can’t be used during charging, and please use 
DC5.5-5V/2A charger. 

5. Hold button for 2 secondss to turn it off, buzzer sounds. 

6. The buttons, indicator light and charging port on both panels have the 
same function.

7. Full charge requires 5 to 6 hours.

8. The battery life span can be more than 1,000 times charge and 
discharge cycle. 


